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DIAR lOWIR !fllOOl !TUDINT!, PARINT!, AND ,a,utTY,
New writers are commonly advised to "write what you know." At the Lower School, our teachers
encourage students to use their personal experiences as starting points for writing. Students learn to
observe the world keenly, as writers do. Students are then taught to record and embellish these
observations with interesting details and description. You will find the results of this fine instruction on
the following pages.
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The student staff members of the magazine are recommended by the classroom teachers in grades two
through five . They are chosen for their interest in art and their responsibility. They have been a very ~
enthusiastic group, and their talents are visible on every page. It has been a pleasure working with
them!
Thank you to the administration for their continued support of this publication. Thank you to the
classroom teachers who submitted many more pieces than we had room to print, and for inspiring your
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Nancy Cantor, editor
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~ P.S. Here are two more experiential pieces for your enjoyment:
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BarMitzvah

Climbing onto the board with a chd~
. n r:11Y spi~e, I ~ait for the o~her divers to do
their dives. I imagine me smacking the cold blue
water and getting hurt. Mi-ti and Jessie tell me
that I can do ~t. I ar:'1 so cold my lips are purple. I
start blubbering with tears. I rub my towel
against my cold salty tears. My coach yells it is
my turn. I start my approach, but once I get to
the end of the board, I am so scared I can't
move. Slowly I walk to the end of the board.
My heart's pounding as fast as it can. I do a
front entry. The water is cold . I swim to the wall
and jump out of the water. The dive was great! I

Dancing to Rhianna with my friend and
my cousin, 1move like a famous dancer. My feet
make me dance the night away, like a maniac.
Suddenly I hear my favorite music-JUSTIN
BIEBER ! ! ! Oh my gosh-my feet drag me back
on the floor. 1go to the back entrance where
my dad, my mom and I make our way to the
grand entrance. Whoa, 1am thinking, I am
famous! Everybody' s clapping for me! It's a
miracle! Finally my brother and sister appear!
My sister looks like a rainbow, and my brother
has a smile on his face for once! ~

can't wait to go to the

Lola La Tona

Rocky Zislin
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meet and win.
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Grade 3

l!'ltONT COYllt Dl!ICNID IY JAMIi COUIN.
All lllU!TltATION! IY TltlA!Ultl! AND DltlAM! !TAl!'I!'.
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Halloween

The Best Halloween Ever!

Knock, knock
Who's there?
I open the door
And there are spirits everywhere
I do a jump,
Right then, I hear a bump
I turn around
I hear a different sound
It is skeletons, zombies, and ghouls too,
I bet you would be scared
if I switched bodies with you.

I was so excited for Halloween
because I was going to Xiya's party. I
wanted to dress up and see my friends
there. I also wanted to see the Indian
Village because I had never been there .
was Frankie from the movie Monster High.
I looked so scary because my hair was black
and white and I had stitches on my face . I
entered a contest for the prettiest costume

llan Morr

but I actually won for the scariest. That was©
so funny! Xiya' s grandma was speaking to
(
the crowd but I did not understand her
\;...,
because she was speaking in Miccosukee. It
sounded very different! We walked around

J

Grade 3

Halloween

the party and were spraying crazy string.
That was so cool until we got it stuck in he
r@J
eye . There were so many activities and
•
people I met. I have so many new friends
too. It was so much fun and it was the best
·

holiday is Halloween. I go trick or treating and
get lots of candy. I really like to get lollipops! I
like to go to haunted houses even though I get
really scared! I can' t wait until next October so I
can celebrate Halloween again .
Zoe Harvey
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The Spooky Night

0

Halloween ever!

~

It was a spooky night. There was a blue
moon. The walnut wood on the floor was
cracking. I heard noisy music out of nowhere.
Then I heard a ghost calling my name loudly.
The night was black as mud, followed by the
fluffy clouds that turned gray. Next, the plants
started swishing very fast. The trees were
hitting the window softly. The loud door started
opening and closing. The night grew darker and
darker. I heard wind splashing the window.
Then I heard my voice again. I was so scared I
could not go to sleep! Then the special shining
sun came out and it was all over. Finally, I said
let's start a new day.
Saige Nussenblatt

arrows on my back but I am poisonous so
beware. Oh no, I must run because the
ghouls and monsters are coming. I might
get hurt so I must hide by going outside as
fast as I can go. Yes, I made it. Don't you
get scared when ghosts are in your house?
I am in the cemetery! Aah ! ! !
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CREEPY CRAWLY

I live in a haunted house that has
ghosts, goblins, vampires, monsters, and
witches. I get scared every single night
because of the monsters so I crawl around
with my eight legs. I am black with red

aa~Grade 3;'0
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Grade 1

Chloe Shapiro
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Nicholas Bond

My Passion

e

tNAMPIGllllt

I am most passionate about playing
basketball. Jordan and Naomi inspired me to
play basketball because they would talk about it
all the time in class and they are as good as
Lebron James. I enjoy basketball because it's as
fun as jumping on a trampoline on the top of
the water! When I am at home we go outside
where our tall basketball hoop is. Sometimes 1 · \
have practice and games! I enjoy playing
f \

@

basketball because it is really fun and when you
play ~ou always get better. Basketball is an

OJ)

Baseball

My favorite sport 1s baseball. I love to
play baseball. My team's name is the Braves.
Guess what I did? I made two double plays on
game! I even hit a home run! I usually play
second or third base. I used to play first base
too. I am very excited because tomorrow is my
championship game. I am going to try really
hard to hit another home run. Baseball is my
favorite sport and I love to play.
Joseph Georgiou

e

Grade 1

amazing sport and you should really play it.
.,,. ~--.--
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Alana Goldberg
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Spearfishing
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Vay! I went bike riding in the trails with
my family. I was very excited. My eyes were
wide open and I was jumping up and down. It
was fun, but I fell down a bunch of times and I
tried not to cry. It hurt my bottom and it felt
sore from the bike seat. Even though I wanted
to stop, I kept on riding my golden bike. We saw
a bunch of tiny crabs and one big crab. When I
was riding, my dad, brother and I got wet by a
hose. It was hot and my face was sweaty, so it
felt good getting wet. When we stopped riding,
we went to Friday's for lunch. I had a great time
withmyfamily!
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Oxymoron Poem
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I went fishing in the refreshing, dirty water
with a giant dingy. I caught a small whale.
The boat stood still in the rough waves.
Maya Gurevich

.__.;

the coral reef we jump in to the crystal blue
water. My feet are kicking the water as hard as I
can, while my hands are holding on to the
spear. I see a hogfish. I corner the hogfish
against a rock. My hands pull back as far as I ._~
can. Then, I let go of the pole. I hit the hogfish.
I was so happy. I did not notice that it got off of
the spear. I thought to myself that I was
determined to get it. Finally, with all my might I
pulled back and hit the hogfish . We all had a ~
great time.
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Tomas Ramirez
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Diving in Bimini, the water is as clear a~
a diamond. When the boat hits the waves, the
front of the boat goes up. When we arrive at

Trail Adventure

.....
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Going Fishing in Key West

Grade 2
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Flying over the waves, I felt anxious.
Was I going to fall in the water? My feet were
shaking like a rumbling volcano. The boat was
churning back and forth . I felt like I was going
overboard. I was thinking, I might fall over the
edge of the boat. Finally, the boat stopped in
the dark blue murky water for us to fish.
Xavier Osceola

UOllDAY !PIRIT
The Menorah

Holiday
Holiday
Joyful, eventful
Playing, listening, sharing
Gathers the whole family
Gathering
Bradley Ginsburg

The menorah lights up with sparkle.
When you breathe in you smell the fire burning
through the night. When the first candle is lit
you feel the chizzle in your nose tickle a bit.
While you open the big, wrapped boxes of gifts,
your mom wraps you in a woolen, cozy, soft,
warm blanket so that you can keep warm . I grab ,.___,_~the gelt that are rich and creamy and swallow
them right down my throat. Right before I go to
bed I take one last sniff, give one more kiss, and
tiptoe my way to bed.

Grade 3

Christmas

<:::)
C-ome out, come out wherever you are!
H-olidays are mostly in December
R-eligion
1-magining a Christmas story
S-anta rides on a sleigh
T-ater tots on my tummy
A-sk for Santa's reindeer
M-ash the potatoes
A-mazing holiday
S-ee the snow
Ryan Hauver

Grade3@
I Know HANUKAH
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I know Hanukah:
I taste brown yummy chicken, delicious white
matzo, little white rice, brown-yellow potato,
and the steaming hot fish.
I hear the Blessing Jewish singing, my heart
loving family talking, the wrapping of the
presents, and I hear the flicker as the candles
are being lit.
I see lots of presents, good food, my wonderful
family, and my hat kippah.
I smell the chocolate coins, the salty fish, the
warm bread, and the crispy chicken.
I feel my mom and dad's love, my grandparents
near, and the heavy boxes of presents on my
hands.
I know Hanukah
Dylan Asiiag
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Chloe Koretsky
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Christmas

~(/
"Let's go downstairs and open the
~ presents," I whisper to my brother. We run
l downstairs and look at all of the decorations .
. The Christmas tree has many lights and
ornaments. The stockings are hung on the
fireplace and they are stuffed with toys. Under
the Christmas tree, there are lots of blue, silver,
and yellow presents. Some are big and wide.
Some are small. I get so many presents and I
feel happy. I use a calendar to help me count
how many days until Christmas. I can't wait!
~

Gavin Gambardella
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Christmas

My favorite holiday is Christmas. I
celebrate with my awesome family at my fancy
house. In the morning, after I wake up, I open
the presents that Santa brought me. It makes
me so happy! Later in the day, I sing songs by
the tree with my mom. I hope to celebrate
Christmas again soon!
Louis Billie

Grade 1
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My Winter
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Winter
Ice, cold

The orange leaves are falling from the
tree as I gather them in a big leaf pile. Then

Snowboarding, skating, skiing

when the pile is high enough I jump inside and

Hot cocoa, snowballs, ice cream, vacation . ~-~
Swimming, relaxing, splashing
Hot, sunny
Summer
Alexandra Luna

We are snowmen
We are made of snow
We are snowmen that have a carrot nose
We have buttons on our stomach and stick arms
We have hats on our heads
and scarves on our necks
We are snowmen
We are made of snow
Aashka Patel

tor)

do in Fall!
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Lying on the green grass, I feel the wind
blowing on me. My hands are picking flowers

the: 9

on the ground, while my feet are glued to
roots of the maple tree. Spring showers are
falling on me . The birds are singing a beautiful
,__,.._ _ lullaby. When the sweet vegetables grow they
taste delicious. Next, it is time for planting
daisies. I bend down and dig a whole and place
the seeds in the ground. Then I water the seeds.
The bees were buzzing in harmony above my
~ ¥head. Finally, I sit under the tree which protects

~

Kayla Giset
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Snowy, Beautiful
- -·-Skating, Decorating, Playing
Icicles, Wonderland, Beaches, Sunshine

I Love Spring

Sandy, Sweaty
Swimming, Surfing, Relaxing
Summer
Kaitlyn Harris-Piccirilli

Grade 5
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Winter
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Leah Kuker

Grade 5

me from the heat.

fpolaryTwhaitnhkstgh·,ev_leavd~s until Omy ml~m _cal_lds mle in II
ing inner. nee m ins, e sme
the roasted juicy turkey with baked potatoes
and vegetables--YUM ! After, my mom servesa,._
me dinner. Taking a scrumptious bite I think to
myself it is so delicious I don't even know what
to say! Dinner is over so I go outside to see the
tree but there are no more orange leaves.
Probably all the leaves dropped off and it is
almost snowy winter. Looking at the rest of the
trees I notice their leaves are falling too, so I
play in them because that's my favorite thing

Snowmen

~ \

Fall

Snowballs, Skates
Playing, Skiing, Skating
Snow, Ice, Fire, Hot
Swimming, Biking, Camping
Lemonade, Sunscreen
Summer
Grade 5

,tu,,Y ,RIIND!
Horse Riding
"Pick up the canter, Naava." Lin said to
me. Lin is my horse instructor. Today, I am
learning how to canter. A canter is between a
trot and a gallop. I learned to canter so that my
horse can go over jumps better. Sophie is the
name of my horse . She is very energetic and she
is enjoyable to ride. Sophie is my favorite horse
in Lin's barn. I love Sophie. We are the best of
friends. I can't wait to learn more with Sophie!

Kate and Her Dog
Kate was an ordinary child . She didn't
have a sibling so she was kinda lonely. She was
walking around her block and she saw a pet
store. Obviously, she entered. She looked at the
cats. "Naa." She looked at the rabbits . "Naa ."
Finally, she found a perfect dog. She ran home
as fast as she could and when she arrived she
asked her mom, "Can I have a dog?" Her mom
said, "Yes." So they ran back to the store. Her
mom saw the dog and bought it. "Her name is
Lovely," said Kate. Kate was not lonely
anymore. She had Lovely. They play together,
they do everything together. Kate loves Lovely ~
so much because Lovely has white, furry fur, a
shiny coat, and pink, sparkly clothes and
accessories.

Grade 1

As I trotted around my friend's
backyard, the wonderful wind blew in my face.
At first I was a little scared but then I finally was
doing it. I was frightened because he was found
in the wild and was put in captivity and now I
was riding him . When I was riding Josie, his
orange yellow mane brushed against my face.
His body was as soft as velvet. Finally he came
to a fast stop like a racecar. But it wasn' t over;
he started to gallop this time . When he finally
stopped, I jumped off with a gentle thud onto
the tree trunk brown sand. That was the first
time I rode a wild mustang!!
Jordyn Epstein

Sophie Grosskopf

Happy
Do you want to hear about Happy? He
always likes to lick me . His fur always sticks to
me. Happy likes to be happy all of the time.
Happy always wants to go outside and play with
me. He always wants me to take him for a walk
too . Do you know who Happy is? Happy is my
German shepherd dog. My dog Happy is my
very best friend. He sure knows how to make
me happy too!

Grade 4

Guinea Pigs
A girl I know has a guinea pig as a pet.
Guinea pigs need homes . Your guinea pigs will
live in a cage or hutch. A hutch usually has two
rooms . Guinea pigs need food . Guinea pigs eat
hay and also pellets. My friend brought a
guinea pig at a pet store. If you want a guinea
pig and you have a cat then you should not get
a guinea pig as a pet.
Campbell Neal

Grade 4

Grade4

Sean Vittanakorn
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You are the U in Unique

@

My slogan to help everybody get
involved at school would be "You are the U in
Unique." I chose this slogan because it makes
me feel good about being different and special
in my own amazing ways. It makes me feel that
I am just as important as anybody else.

~

Everybody has different and special

~ (J.

personalities, interests, passions, and talents
that make up who they are. I think it is
.,-;:::
important to appreciate that being different is
good because the world needs a variety of
different people to help other people do many
different things. It would make my school better
because my school would be more diverse
instead of everybody being the same and acting
the same. It would keep kids from feeling like
they have to be the same as other people just
because they think the other person is cooler.
Nobody should ever feel like they aren' t cool
enough.
Katie Heller' ®

~

Putting words on a paper, thinking long
and hard, creating a whole new world-people
find that fairly boring, but it's right up my alley!
I've loved writing ever since I was little. When I
grow up, I want to be an author. I have a true
passion for it and writing has become a really
great hobby for me. Expressing all your feelings,
letting.everyt~ing just flow on to a piece of ~ -paper 1s amazing.
..
I come from a family of great writers.
My dad's an honors English teacher, my mom's
an English major, and my older brother has a
huge imagination and loves to make up stories
like me. I got inspired when Mary Amato came
to our school and told us about her life, how
she started writing, and other things. Soon, I
hope to publish a book on the internet. I have
learned writing takes a lot of time and
~
dedication. It' s all worth it!!
~
Sydney Barrow

Grade 4

Grade 5
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What Geometry Means to Me

My Favorite Special Job
I have a job for the month of
November. Do you know my job? I am the Head
Munch kin who leads the line for my class. I like
my job because it is fun and awesome. I like to
hold my teacher's hand when we walk to lunch
or to the library. Sometimes our hands are very
cold. My job is being responsible to have
everyone in back of me. I get sweaty when I go
out in the sun . I also have to move very fast. I
am happy I am the line leader. I wonder what I
will be next time.

When you' re not in school you may not
notice it, but geometry is all around you! When ~
you wake up in the morning you are sitting in a
cube . When you go to brush your teeth your
sink is a circle. In your closet your hangers are
triangular and your drawers are rectangular.
When you're in school geometry is still
~
everywhere! The rug is rectangular, the pencil
bins are cylinders, the tables are hexagons, and
the books are rectangular. Geometry is really
everywhere. You just have to look a little closer.

Nikki Steinberg
Presleigh Osceola-Hahn
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Blue is fresh

The Beautiful Lake
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I see the sun shining and reflecting off

St-~
'

the shimmering water. Round, yellow leaves
are falling slowly from the tree. White and gra°'7)
ducks are splashing in the puddles and my busy, \....._,--;r
baby brother is screaming. Tiny hands and feet
are waving at the ducks. Slimy algae is lying on
the rock. Scaly fish are swimming away from

Dripping cold
Water
~ ,
Blue is the
Chill you get
'j
Down your spine
·
·•

'

Blue is Blue

the slimy toad.

~

Ryder Lewin
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Isabella Ramos
City Gardens

•
At the Edge of the Lake

~
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Coconuts stream through the lake.
Brown crumbled leaves scatter. Grass is flowing
and growing with the wind. Beautiful water is
streaming beautifully. Sparkles shimmer with
the water flow. Falling leaves get ready for
spring.I see the coconuts rolling as if they were!magic. I close my eyes and dream as if I were -_;
the smooth water. I touch the water and my
d
hands become silk.

I

~

Jordan Loeser
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~ A Beautiful Thunderstorm ~ ~
~
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High up in the sky, a storm approaches.
The clouds are sta rting to gather like magnets.
Wind hisses, lightning strikes. The rough
heavens are thundering. Puffy clouds are
scattered all over the sky. Lights in the castle
glimmer like a chandelier. The light flickers like
a campfire. Jagged bolts strike and dissolve into
the atmosphere. Wet rain pours down as
lightning illuminates the sky. Boom, crash,

tl strike,pop!
Lauren Lodowski

Natalie Glickman
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The Beautiful Beach

flt/0 ( '-~('°Walking on the beach I see the blue
wavy ocean . Smooth sand covers the beach as I
sit on a pretty, blue chair with a palm frond
umbrella shading me from the hot sun. I look up _,,..._.,...__
and see a big dark cloud. 1.worry that it is going
to rain . When I look back I see the lifeguard
looking through his binoculars while sitting in
his chair. Surf boards are coming in . I feel a cold

~~
~
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Grade 3
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If you live in the city, you should grow a
garden. City gardens are good for the grass. In
early spring you should plant so your vegetables
will grow good . You save money if you grow a
garden because you plant your food instead of

Lily Fishman
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ICEEP (llM, YHITION ON
Alaska
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The GreatestVacatio~
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Crunch, a huge boat flowing upon the
chilly cement-grey water is smashing the ice.
The boat is candy-apple red, vanilla, and navy
blue. Icy water is as cold as a snow white
glacier. The icebergs are chunks of pearl clouds.
Small forest green trees are standing as still as
statues on the ragged shoreline. It's one of the
most beautiful places I've ever seen! Snow on
the mountains in the distance is thin stretched
blankets trying to swallow them whole. There
are giant rocky bluffs floating on the water
trying to touch the glistening stars. If you look
up high, you can see an enormous robin's egg
blue blanket surrounding the earth. This is
Alaska, the coldest place I know.

Splash! I got soaked! I was on my
favorite ride at Universal in Orlando. It was the
Superman ride. I was in the front row and it felt
like it would be the end of my life. It felt very
good to go straight down after going up, up and
up. I was screaming "Help!" when we went
underground. I had just eaten cotton candy and
the ride made my stomach feel like I was going
to vomit. The ride is dark around you but the
lights were so bright it made my eyes shine.
The 3D glasses made the lights brighter and so
pretty. Some other rides I went on were Harry
Potter and The Mummy. I didn't get to go on
The Hulk because I was too small. My trip to
Universal was awesome!

Madison Draizin

Mandi Fisher

~~

Grade 4

My Special Trip

~
~

~ ,.........,,.,_ I went to the ocean in Miami with my

Grandpa and my Dad. When we got to the
ocean, we met my Dad's friend. First, we all ate
lunch at a restaurant. At the restaurant, there
was pool so I swam in the water. Then, we
went on my dad's friend's boat. When I was
riding the boat, I saw a jellyfish in the water.
Next, I saw a big fish swimming to the boat. It
was so big it was taller than me. It was the /.""""'v1
biggest fish in the world. Soon, I saw many ~
other fish . One was orange, and another was
black. There were hundreds of little fish
swimming around. The needle fish was m~oving
and it camouflaged the water. It was
awesome!! I had the best day.
(( O

Alaska's Waterfall
CRASH! SPLASH! BOOM! The water
thunders down, and the spray rises as if there
were a magnet pulling it towards the sky. A
colorful rainbow hangs over the trees like an
elegant visor. The last paper-thin ice sheet
melts in the afternoon sunshine, as tiny, tiny
squirrels crawl in the dirt looking for acorns.
The sweet smell of the spray was as fresh as
~
dew. The humongous rocks were a tall cage ~
around the falls . As little emerald green sprouts ,d,t
wow, pebbles race down the steep ice sheet ~'\.
into the icy cold water. This was the most
beautiful sight I have ever seen. WOW!!! Look ~
at Alaska's Great Waterfall.
Ryan Hoffman

Shiwon Kang

Grade 1

Grade 1

Grade 4

!PORTY KID!
Imperial Martial Arts
Smashing the board in half, I notice the
other kids splitti ng the boards in half really
perfectly. When I kick I am as fast as a rabbit.
The board pushes through my foot, stinging
very hard. I take off and kick the board as hard
1
as I can. OW!!!! My foot badly hurts! Finally l m
finished. The class is over. I am so proud of
myself!
. -_.Jessica Leeds
Grade 2

My Football Dream

e

Football is an amazing sport because it
is so fun to run with the ball as the defensive
line and offensive line are tackling each other. I
hope to be a receiver in the NFL when I grow
up. I have been playing football with my dad
since I was five years old. My parents
encourage me to play football because they
think I'm very active. In third grade, I am playing
flag football for cultural arts and ifs great
practice for when I'm a real football player.
want to play in middle school, high school, and
college so I'm ready for the NFL. I wish I could
time travel to when I'm twenty years old so I
could already be in the NFL as a receiver.
BenSherota ~

~

Grade3

~
Making a Touchdown
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Kicking the football over the goal post, I
score my team 3 points. The ball moves as fast
as a wrecking ball and makes a crash. I feel the
wind blowing of me and I feel warm as cold rain
comes falling down. I get the ball and run it for
a touchdown. I make it! I am so happy! My
coach goes for two. We do my center sneak. I
am thinking this is awesome! Then I go on
defense and I am thinking I will pull the first two
flags. Finally, I pull my two flags and we win.
Sammy Lipsky

G~

The Hit
Down by three runs, and I was up next.
As the pitch-black sky settled over our heads,
the only thing keeping it bright was the glowing
moon. As I stepped up to the plate I looked out
over the field. The bright lights hung over the
field like tree branches in the forest. I was
confident I was going to crush it. With a man on
first and third, the pitcher goes into his windup.
As he releases the marshmallow-white ball I
realize it's outside. "Ball!" hollers the umpire.

0
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The next pitch is right down the middle. I send~·t
flying over the center fielder's head like a bird
flying over the field. As I round first base the
sunset-orange clay flies from the back of my
feet. I halt at second ... YES! I scored two runs. At
the end of the game we lost by one run, but we
would 1 ve lost by five if It wasn't for me. I was ( ~
ecstatic with joy!
Ryan Sobol
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Grade 4

My First Hog
Making that wonderful day was a
surprise. We drove into the green Okeechobe~
woods. It was as cold as ice in the morning.
~
The dogs barked as loudly as thunder in their
cages. The truck stopped. · My heart was
beating fast. We let the dogs out of their cages.

·
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We waited quietly until we heard barking.
~
Suddenly my dad leapt up and hustled toward
~
the dogs. I was thinking, those dogs probably
got a hog! Finally, we found the dogs with a
{J
struggling hog. I was jumping with joy!
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HANUKKAH

Hanukkah

H -appy
A-wesome
N-ew Year
U-nique presents
K- now I'll spend time with my family
K-new I would love it
A-mazing
H-olidays
Vada Stabinski
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When the sun goes down each night my
family lights the menorah . We put one candle
on for each night. My dad lights the fire on the
Shamash and my sister and I take turns lighting @
the other candles with the Shamash . We open

our presents after we say the prayers and light
the candles. I'm really surprised what I get. In
the morning after Hanukkah my sister and I see
that there are no more candles because the wax
dripped off and it went on the menorah and

intothecandleholes.
Jack Schweiger

Thanksgiving

~

AflHfiaDo on
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Grade 3
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I love to spend time with my family. My
Christmas

:::::....!I-- favorite holiday is Thanksgiving! I celebrate with
my wonderful, loving family at my fancy house.
My grandparents come over to celebrate with
us. We eat a feast! We have tasty turkey,
yummy bread, and chocolate and vanilla swirled
pudding. We feel full and very happy. I hope
that Thanksgiving never ends!
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Rebecca Glazer
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My favorite holiday is Christmas. I get
up early to open my awesome presents. I like to
look at the beautiful decorations all over the
house. Sometimes I sit by the lighted Christmas
tree with a star on the top. There is a big, fast
train set up around the tree. When I put music
on, it moves. It is so cool! ~
Gavin Kelly

~
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The Runaway Turkey

Santa's Helper

It is finally Thanksgiving but I am the
tasty turkey that pilgrims want to eat. Now, I
see pilgrims following me so I start walking
away into the extended forest. Then I start
running so fast that the pilgrims lose me. I fly
up into the tree and wait and wait for one
whole hour. Suddenly, the pilgrims find me in
the tree but they have a gun aimed at me. I'm
so glad that they missed me with their shot that
I fly down and start running away again so fast
that I outrun the Pilgrims. I walk home and eat
an enormous dinner of corn and pumpkin pie
with my family and friends.

"Dylan, Mom, Dad! Look who's here!
The elf on the shelf," I yell. The elf has a pointy,
red hat and red and white clothes. The elf likes c::=:;:::i
to pick places in the house to watch me . I've
._<.~
seen him by the curtains, the purple mirror,
'?
pictures, and the Christmas tree. At night, he -\\._.,'~
goes to the North Pole to see Santa . He tells
him if I've been naughty or good. If I'm naughty,
I'll get a piece of coal on Christmas Eve. If I'm
good, I'll get lots of presents. If someone
touches the elf, the magic will go away. If you
want to get the magic back, just write a note
saying sorry. I look for the elf every year around
Christmas!
_,........,,Connor Carey
Grade 1

Jordan Poliakoff

Grade 3
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My Big Show
Standing behind the black curtain,
I'm scared to death. As I hear the music start I
run on the stage. I'm as happy as a ballerina
dancing in the spotlight. My hands are moving
gracefully up and down, while I am sitting criss
cross on the stage. Next, I move toward the
front of the stage and dance to the beat of
"Under the Sea." I think to myself that I am
proud that I wanted to be in the show. Finally,
the number is over.

~0:)l

Haleigh Mish

~

Grade 2

Persian Dance Show!

~

r
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n the entire world and to let people hear my
wonderful song lyrics that I sing from the ~
.
bottom of my heart. I want to become the
world's greatest singer because I like to sing and \ / /
write new songs . I like to sing songs from the
\
/
radio like I am having the best time at the
liveliest party ever. I think I will make a great
singer because I believe in writing nice songs
with lots of passionate words in them. I hope
that my dream will come true because I know it
will be the best surprise I ever had .

~
0

Waiting on the big stage, there : re
butterflies in my stomach. The audience's eyes
are glued to the stage. All of a sudden the
Persian music starts playing. My hands and feet
are moving gracefully with the rhythm of the
music. The crowd is clapping to the beat of the
music. Next, I notice my mom and dad in the
audience. They have a grin from ear to ear and
are screaming as loud as a lion's roar! I think to
myself, this is a time I will always remember.
Finally, the music stops and we take a bow!

~--E
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When I grow up, I want to be a super

ade 2
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Am a Dancer

Lea~a dancer, I feel like the

shining moon. My legs spread apart in a perfect
split leap, like a flower in the breeze. I see the
sparkling spotlight shining in my eyes. I point
my toes gracefully in the air. I feel like a prima
ballerina getting ready to pirouette. I land on
the ground and do a perfect finish.
- . - ~ Brooke Haynie
Grade 2
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The Pressures on Me

~
"Ow!" Stop leaning on me. You should be

·
My First Recital
Standing behind the red curtain, chills
run down my spine. My hands are shaking like a
leaf, while my feet are glued to the floor.
Slowly, the curtain rises and I notice the
audience is packed like a can of sardines. The
music starts to play. Next, I dance gracefully on
the stage. I think to myself I can do it. Finally,
the music ends and the crowd begins to clap. I
can see my mom and dad shouting as loud as a
Grade 2

sitting up straight with only one hand on me,
and if you don' t think I'm strong, well ...think
again. I fractured a little girl's toe. It wasn't my
fault; she had all her weight on me. Every time
you go to ballet, jazz, or hip-hop class, you see
me. I'm straight as a yardstick. People use me
to stretch before they dance. If you don't see
me at the dance studio, the place has problems!
Why should you be thankful to have me? If you
didn't, you would not be able to move onto
Pointe, and you would not be able to balance.
Lauren Espinel

Grade 4
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